Crossword on Homelessness

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. not too expensive; something a person is able to pay for
4. not having a place to live
5. one possible way to think about an issue or try to solve a problem
8. an area of over-crowded or badly-built houses and poverty in or just outside of a city
9. protection, or a building that provides a safe place to spend the night
11. over a long period of time; not temporarily
13. a person who rents an apartment or building
16. a person who lives in a particular building or place; an occupant
17. safety
18. a rented room or set of rooms in a building with other similar units

Down
1. against the law
3. an informed guess; the approximate number of some group or amount of something
6. a plan of action set by a government (or business)
7. aid or help
8. people who move onto land they don't legally own and put up a tent or home, often of scrap materials they can find
10. a place to live
12. to make or get better
14. a group of people living in the same area or sharing the same interests
15. the number one goal
17. staying fairly constant, not getting worse
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